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In the fight against corona virus, when trying to discern in what direction the Western world
is going, it is almost always useful to watch the steps taken by Israel, the Zionist State.[1].

Israel is not only a threat to the people of Iraq [3], Lebanon [4], Syria [5] and Egypt [6], it is
also quite possibly a lab of sorts for human experimentation. In recent years, it has focused
its experiments on the people of Gaza, testing weapons on the Gazan civilian population
subject to siege who dared to rebel and subsequently selling those weapons to the world
[7]. But now, Israel may be turning its gaze to its own population, the citizens of Israel itself.

As  coronavirus  broke  out,  Israel  became the  first  Western  country  to  close  itself  off  to  all
flights  .  It  then  proceeded  to  enact  a  total  lockdown,  preventing  its  citizens  from  going
beyond 100 meters from their homes. By relying on the General Security Services (Shabak),
the Israeli regime using the mobile phone information of the various users, knew the exact
location  of  each  and  every  citizen  and  could  round  him  up  should  he  leave  the  confined
area. The regime sent its security services, military and police, to arrest people who were
walking  beyond  the  confined  area  for  what  it  deemed  an  unessential  need.  Extreme
brutality was enacted against ultra-Orthodox Jews, who dared to leave their homes and walk
in the streets [8].

The coronavirus lockdown was a turning point in Israeli history. Israel has also kept the
Palestinians of the West Bank under constant siege and curfew [9] to be imposed randomly
at will since 1967 until the present [10]. This military regime was new to the people of the
West Bank, but not to the Arabs living within Israel proper, who have experienced it since
the founding of the state in 1948 until 1966 [11]. Now the Israeli citizens themselves were
subject to curfew. They could not leave their homes.

Why did the regime enact such an
extreme total lockdown, that was later followed by the rest of the world? One possible cause
may  be  the  three  corruption  charges  placed  against  the  Prime  Minister,  Benjamin
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Netanyahu. The lockdown resulted in the closure of the Israeli Parliament. When the speaker
of the house was ordered by the Supreme Court to open up the parliament, he simply
resigned. In this way, Netanyahu avoided being voted against in the parliament.

But can there be other explanations? Is Israel a lab for population control? Israelis tend to
disobey orders and most certainly orders to keep them locked at homes. This time, they
largely silently obeyed and stayed in their homes for weeks.

Then there are the medical considerations. Some virologists argue people must be kept at
home to slow the spread, others argue that staying at home reduces one’s immune system
and makes him more vulnerable for disease. Either way, as Michel Foucault argued, using
medicine to subjugate humanity has long been the norm. Giorgio Agamben argued how the
state  uses  biological  arguments  to  reduce our  existence to  bare  life  and suffocate  us  in  a
struggle for survival while relying on fear and on creating a state of exception that does not
end.

Will the Zionist Regime conduct experiments against its own population? It did so in the
past. The Zionists have experimented on Mizrahi Jews, especially children [12] on numerous
occasions.

But in recent days, Prime Minister Netanyahu said that for the sake of safety, chips may be
placed or inserted, he did not say, in children. The chip would alert the child every time he
comes closer to a person in danger, just as in an alert system placed in a car, Netanyahu
suggested. Is Netanyahu testing an idea that may be implemented later? Does he want to
see if the people are willing to accept freedom of movement in return for vaccination and a
chip?

For now the lockdown has been gradually relaxed. Netanyahu is expected to stand trial on
May 24. But the Health Ministry experts are already warning that a second wave may ensue,
resulting in a new lockdown. If this is the case, will we see the same trend occurring around
the world, with a second lockdown, more stringent than before, unfolding, and not to be
released until citizens are vaccinated or given a chip?

On  February  6,2020,  Haaretz  reported  that  most  members  of  the  high  commission
responsible for approving and supervising human experimentation were expected to resign.
This was done due to the decision of Israel’s Health Ministry CEO, Moshe Bar Siman Tov, to
promote a policy that would benefit pharmaceutical companies at the expense of the public
interest, Haaretz reported. The Chairman, Professor Alice Shalvi, already resigned, Haaretz
said [13].

With the committee cleared of conscientious people, will the Zionist regime move on to
vaccinate Israeli children next week?

Israel was the first western country to ban all flights and enact an extreme lockdown. It was
the  first  western  country  where  the  sitting  leader  recommended  chipping  children.  It  is
worth  paying  attention  to  what  may  be  the  lab  for  the  rest  of  the  world.

*

Note to readers: please click the share buttons above or below. Forward this article to your
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Author’s note: Thanks to Haim Yativ for his help with the article.

Joshua Tartakovsky is an independent journalist, a graduate of Brown University and London
School of Economics. Currently residing in Minsk, Belarus.
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